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ABSTRACT

This article explores possible transitional
steps to add programmability into the Internet:
label switching for flexible packet forwarding,
open programming interfaces, active packets for
dynamic service control, and mobile agents.
With a programmable Internet, service providers
and users will be able to gain a degree of flexible
control over their network services and take
advantage of the full potential of the Internet.

INTRODUCTION
The Internet is a programmed network in the
sense that IP routers operate by stored program
control. In high-speed routers, packet forwarding
may be accelerated by special-purpose hardware
such as application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) but software usually controls functions
such as routing protocols, Internet Control Mes-
sages Protocol (ICMP), and network manage-
ment. However, routers are generally not
reprogrammable except by the vendor. Service
providers can configure and manage their equip-
ment to provision services, but routers are other-
wise closed systems from their viewpoint. Also,
from the user perspective, the Internet is a mostly
closed system; users may see IP/ICMP packets
delivered across the network, but have little direct
control over the internal handling of their data.

By opening network equipment to program-
ming (and reprogramming) by the service
provider, service providers are freed from the
traditional slow process of consensus-based stan-
dardization and vendor-dependent implementa-
tion. Programmability gives service providers the
flexibility to:
• More quickly introduce differentiated or

integrated services to support new multime-
dia applications

• Implement traffic control algorithms to sup-
port quality of service (QoS)

• Enhance internetworking functions as need-
ed, for example, translation between media
protocols (Internet and existing intelligent-
network-based telephony) or different sig-
naling systems (SS7, H.323)

• Move computations into the network for
value-added services

• Manage the network more capably than
possible with the standard Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP)
Essentially, Internet capabilities can be

expanded and evolved rapidly through software
changes without having to upgrade the underly-
ing network infrastructure. This is appealing to
service providers, particularly when the future
demand for Internet applications is difficult to
predict. Various approaches to network pro-
grammability are being pursued in fora such as
IEEE Project 1520 [1], OpenSig [2], the Interna-
tional Softswitch Consortium [3], and the Multi-
services Switching Forum [4].

The full potential of the Internet might be real-
ized by further opening the network to program-
ming control from users. This is an obvious
departure from the traditional computer network-
ing paradigm that imposes an (artificial) separation
between data communications in the network and
data computing in the hosts. If the network is
receptive to programming, the Internet may
become a virtual extension of the user's computer
("virtual" because of possible conflicts with other
users for shared resources). Through this control
over network resources, users will be able to cus-
tomize their packet forwarding service in terms of
reserved resources, QoS, and preferential treat-
ment. Furthermore, users will be able to use net-
work resources for distributed processing or storage.

Although the programmable Internet may
seem drastically different from today's Internet,
we believe that degrees of programmability can
be introduced incrementally, and progress is
already being made in the development of major
elements. Certainly, the necessary technologies
exist in the relevant fields of distributed process-
ing, operating systems, object-oriented software,
and mobile code. Also, the notion of network
programmability has gained broader acceptance
since Java has become commonplace in the
World Wide Web. Lastly, the potential benefits
of programmability demonstrated by the highly
successful PC paradigm, in contrast to tradition-
al vertically integrated computer systems, make a
compelling case for programmability in the
future Internet. 

Clearly, it would be infeasible to expect to
upgrade the entire Internet infrastructure in one
step; instead, a more practical strategy is needed
to progressively evolve the Internet by incremen-
tally adding elements for programmability. This
article attempts to identify a set of possible tran-
sitional steps. We suggest the use of label switch-
ing for flexible and programmable packet
forwarding. We describe the need for open pro-
gramming interfaces for faster service creation,
being addressed by IEEE Project 1520. We
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describe the mechanism of active packets to
allow dynamic service control by users. Finally,
we discuss programmable mobile agents to carry
out delegated user tasks.

LABEL SWITCHING FOR
FLEXIBLE PACKET FORWARDING

A programmable network has the capability to
handle packets flexibly rather than forward them
solely on a best-effort basis. In one possible
approach, a router could classify incoming pack-
ets according to IP source and destination
addresses or other header fields, and then exe-
cute a set of instructions for packet forwarding.
An alternate and more elegant approach is pos-
sible taking advantage of the Internet Engineer-
ing Task Force’s (IETF's) multiprotocol label
switching (MPLS) approach [5]. The main differ-
ence is that packets are classified upon entrance
into an MPLS domain and prefixed with an
explicit label, a short fixed-length number that is
independent of the network layer (e.g., a label
does not include any network layer addresses).
Within an MPLS domain, the packet is pro-
cessed and forwarded through the MPLS domain
based only on the label using a “label swapping”
technique similar to asynchronous transfer mode
(ATM) switching. The label is removed by the
egress label switching router (LSR) when the
packet departs from the MPLS domain. The use
of the label eliminates the need for packet classi-
fication at each router; classification is done only
once at the MPLS domain ingress.

The MPLS approach is a convergence of vari-
ous implementations of IP switching that use
label switching to speed up IP packet forwarding
without changes to existing IP routing protocols.
Toshiba's Cell Switch Router (CSR) was perhaps
the first proposal for an ATM switch that could
be controlled by IP protocols rather than ATM
signaling protocols. A CSR appears to be an IP
router, but can select a flow for cut-through
switching at the ATM layer to the next CSR.
Ipsilon's proprietary IP Switch was essentially an
ATM switch fabric controlled by an external
switch controller running IP protocols. Cisco
Systems' Tag Switching added a few innovations

such as forwarding equivalence classes (FECs), a
tag distribution protocol, and stacked tags.
IBM's Aggregate Route-based IP Switching
(ARIS) was similar to Tag Switching as a con-
trol-driven approach, but more specifically
designed for ATM switching. MPLS is a consen-
sual implementation-neutral agreement on the
base technology for label-switched IP routing.

MPLS-enabled routers, LSRs, can be intro-
duced gradually into the Internet as "islands" of
MPLS domains. Separate MPLS domains are
interconnected through the existing Internet with-
out having to change equipment outside of MPLS
domains. Within an MPLS domain, each LSR
examines the label of an incoming packet and
uses it as an index into an LSR’s forwarding table,
as shown in Fig. 1. A label encoding is based
strictly on mutual agreement between two neigh-
boring MPLS-enabled routers and has meaning
only on the particular link between them. The
label can use an existing layer 2 header field —
for example, the virtual path/connection identifier
(VPI/VCI) field in the ATM cell header — or be
inserted between the layer 2 and IP headers as a
small shim label. A shim label might consist of a
20-bit label value, 3-bit class of service, 1-bit bot-
tom of stack indication, and 8-bit time-to-live
(TTL) field to prevent accidental looping.

In the current MPLS specification, forward-
ing tables consist of next-hop label forwarding
entries (NHLFEs) with packet handling informa-
tion including: 
• Outgoing interface (next hop)
• Outgoing label (or push/pop the label stack)
• Data link encapsulation (optional)
• Information about resources (optional)
• Packet handling policies (optional)

More generally, an NHLFE can be viewed as
an arbitrary set of instructions detailing how a
packet should be treated. An incoming packet
with label L causes the instructions in the
NHLFE corresponding to index L to be executed
on the packet, as shown in Fig. 2. In this view, an
LSR can be programmed with any packet han-
dling instructions, and the packet labels serve as
a simple index to programming instructions.

The granularity of control depends on the
classification of packets at the ingress into an
MPLS domain into subsets called FECs. Packets
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■■ Figure 1. Packet forwarding in an MPLS domain.
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belonging to the same FEC are handled in the
same manner as by an LSR, but the mapping of
packets into FECs can be quite general. The
packet-to-FEC mapping can be intentionally
coarse (e.g., all packets with the same destina-
tion address) or fine (e.g., all packets belonging
to a particular application between two hosts),
depending on the desired granularity of control.

Although MPLS was developed for high-speed
IP routing in the Internet backbone, it can also be
a way to gradually introduce islands of pro-
grammable switches, but programmability (and its
benefits) will be limited to the boundaries of each
domain and a granularity of control down to
FECs. Also, programmability is limited to packet
forwarding and not control; for compatibility with
IP routers, MPLS maintains existing control archi-
tectures (Internet routing protocols, etc.). For a
more ambitious level of network programmability,
the control architecture can be opened with stan-
dardized programming interfaces.

PROGRAMMABLE INTERFACES FOR
OPEN SERVICE CREATION

Open programming interfaces define the bound-
ary between the hardware platform and software
control to enable an open service creation envi-
ronment where services may be able to evolve
faster than the underlying network. Agreements
on programming interfaces allow third parties to
develop application software and service providers
to program equipment from different vendors.
The OpenSig community has been attempting to
standardize "open programmable networks" which
has led to the IEEE Project 1520 effort to define
and standardize software abstractions of network
resources and application programming interfaces
(APIs) for manipulation of these resources [1].
The primary concern is the control plane and
standardized programming interfaces for open sig-
naling. Open signaling is based on the belief that
standardized signaling protocols are a crucial ele-
ment for new multimedia services, but are now
too complex and general-purpose. A pro-
grammable network with well-defined APIs will
open the network to new signaling protocols with-
out depending on consensus-driven standardiza-
tion of each signaling protocol. Furthermore,
without the need to settle on a single general-pur-
pose signaling protocol, different signaling proto-
cols can be optimized for specific applications.

The P1520 reference model for IP routers is
shown in Fig. 3. It follows a layered view of a pro-

grammable network that is similar to the abstrac-
tion of an operating system in a personal comput-
er. An operating system provides programming
interfaces for applications to make use of the phys-
ical resources of the computer. With an analogous
software layer over a programmable network, dif-
ferent control architectures including signaling pro-
tocols can operate on the same network. 

The lowest layer consists of physical resources
for forwarding IP datagrams such as routing
tables, buffers, packet classifiers, packet sched-
ulers, and switch fabrics. They may be directly
accessed through the so-called connection con-
trol and management (CMM) interface. The
CMM interface is not intended to be used for
programming, but mainly to provide access to
management protocols to collect state informa-
tion. An example of access at this level is
Ipsilon's General Switch Management Protocol
(GSMP) [6]. GSMP is a master/slave protocol
that allows an ATM switch to be controlled by
an external computer to establish and release
virtual connections, add and delete leaves in
point-to-multipoint connections, manage ports,
and collect status information and alarms. The
ATM switch and controller exchange GSMP
messages through an ATM virtual connection
identified at initialization. Variable-length
GSMP messages consist of five types:
• Connection management messages to estab-

lish and release virtual connections
• Port management messages to activate or

deactivate specific switch ports
• Configuration messages to discover the capa-

bilities of the switch
• Statistics messages to request information

on VC or port activity
• Event messages to report alarms
Extensions of GSMP are being considered by
Project 1520 and an IETF working group on
GSMP as an interface for a router to control an
ATM switch fabric.

Protocols will work with resources through
the higher virtual device layer where the physical
resources are represented as abstract objects
under the control of middleware. Objects in the
virtual device layer are accessed by the higher
layer through the lower (L) interface (the main
objective of the IEEE P1520 project and key to
IP router programmability).

The next higher layer consists of algorithms
for routing, packet scheduling, packet discarding,
and resource reservation. Different algorithms
can be developed for differentiated or integrated
services through appropriate manipulation and
control of router resources. Resource Reserva-
tion Protocol (RSVP) or other application-spe-
cialized resource reservation (signaling)
protocols can be developed. This layer provides
network services to applications at the highest
layer through the upper (U) interface.

ACTIVE PACKETS FOR
DYNAMIC SERVICES

An open programmable network may benefit
users through faster introduction of new ser-
vices, but users still depend on service providers.
The approach of active networks assumes a pro-

■■ Figure 2. A programmable router using packet labels as index to instructions.
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grammable network infrastructure, and further-
more that the network is receptive to receiving
and executing programs from users in the form
of active packets [7]. Unlike data packets, active
packets contain program fragments that are exe-
cuted at each node. Although computations in
the network are possible, the main purpose of
the network is expected to be data transport.
Active networks are not primarily intended to be
a means of distributed processing. Hence, active
packets are useful primarily for customizing the
user's network service. The benefit for users is a
new ability to change their services dynamically
and optimize network services for specific appli-
cations (e.g., sophisticated packet discarding or
scheduling). By essentially “programming” the
network, the user has a fine-grained level of con-
trol over his/her service, perhaps down to the
level of individual packets.

Two distinct approaches are possible for code
distribution. In the so-called discrete approach,
active packets are essentially sent out-of-band.
This approach could be evolutionary from today's
Internet because data packets are unchanged in
format. It may be most appropriate when service
changes do not need to be very frequent. In the
integrated approach, all packets are executable
content (i.e., active packets which may or may
not include data). This approach enables each
packet to determine its specific handling. 

In any case, active packets do not necessarily
carry the entire program code, which could be
costly in bandwidth and delay. Alternatively, it is
quite possible for active packets to contain only
identifiers or references to invoke preinstalled
programs in the network, as is done in Switch-
Ware [8]. Furthermore, preinstalled programs
do not need to be stored entirely at each router
(which could be burdensome). Some programs
could be downloadable as needed from distribut-
ed servers through the Internet, as proposed in
Delegated Agents for Network Management
(DAN) [9] or the Softswitch Consortium [3].
The necessary code could even be propagated
from node to node as needed, as in ANTS [10].

Active packets are evaluated within a safe
execution environment analogous to a UNIX
shell program. The code could effect packet for-
warding procedures or modify the nontransient
state of a router. The execution environment
provides an interface for requesting and cus-
tomizing services to be translated into tasks for
the node's operating system. For deployment of
active networking in the Internet, in addition to
a programmable network infrastructure, there
need to be common agreements on active pack-
ets and execution environments.

MOBILE AGENTS FOR
DELEGATED TASKS

Active packets have an obvious similarity to the
better-known mobile agents, and serve a comple-
mentary purpose in some ways. Although there
is no universal definition of a software agent,
generally agents are regarded as software pro-
grams designed to carry out a specific function
or task on behalf of a user with one or more of
certain characteristics: continuous operation,

autonomy, responsiveness to their environment,
intelligence (learning), mobility, and communi-
cation with other agents [11]. Both active pack-
ets and mobile agents view the network as a
single distributed programmable environment,
but they are different in orientation and opera-
tion. Active packets are concerned mostly with
customizing the packet handling service related
to a user's connection (although not limited in
this regard). They work within the network on
the network itself, by a process of code move-
ment and remote execution. In contrast, mobile
agents may typically have more intelligence and
self-directed autonomy to carry out their func-
tion, which may be more oriented toward mobile
computation (i.e., hosts rather than the network
infrastructure). Mobile agents involve not only
movement of code, but also suspension of their
current execution state (including data or con-
text) and transparent resumption at another
location. They require a more sophisticated sup-
porting framework, particularly if multiple agents
are allowed to socialize to work together.

In the Internet environment, where an enor-
mous amount of information is distributed
throughout a vast network, the mobile agent
paradigm is extremely well suited to searching,
filtering, and collecting information. By
autonomously carrying out delegated tasks,
agents can be valuable for empowering users
who might otherwise be frustrated by the diffi-
culty of navigating through an overload of infor-
mation. Among other applications, agents are
clearly demonstrating usefulness in electronic
commerce, where they can carry out the tedious
(and sometimes complex) processes of searching
and negotiations through the Internet on behalf
of sellers and buyers. 

Mobile agents have been very appealing as an
approach to the problem of network manage-
ment. In the current SNMP paradigm, central-
ized network managers collect status information
from the network by repeated polling. This pro-
cess may result in inefficient communications,
long delays to find specific management infor-
mation, and data overload at the network man-
agement system. Mobile agents, an example of
the "management by delegation" approach, can
overcome these limitations by moving data pro-
cessing and filtering closer to nodes where the
management data resides [12]. Because of the
nature of network management, this is an unusu-

■■ Figure 3. The IEEE Project 1520 reference model for IP routers [1].
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al application of mobile agents to the Internet
itself. For network management, mobile agents
are an approach conceptually similar to but dif-
ferent from active packets.

Most mobile agent systems use the Internet
only as a medium for mobility between hosts.
Several mobile agent systems are in use today,
such as Telescript, Concordia, Odyssey, Voyager,
and Aglets. Although not universal, Java is the
prevalent language choice (e.g., Concordia,
Odyssey, Voyager, Aglets) due to several rea-
sons: dynamic class loading, multithreading sup-
port, object serialization, networking support,
and ubiquity of the Java virtual machine.

Unfortunately, most mobile agent systems
are currently unable to interoperate due to dif-
ferences in languages, operating systems, and
architecture design. Mobile Agent System
Interoperability Facility (MASIF) is a collec-
tion of interfaces to enable interoperability
between mobile agent system implementations
[13]. It attempts to standardize agent manage-
ment, agent transfer between different systems,
agent names for identification, and agent sys-
tem type and location syntax (for agents to
locate each other). It does not specify interop-
erability between agent systems in different
languages.

MASIF relies heavily on the Common Object
Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), which
allows applications to communicate with each
other regardless of location or origin. In 1991,
CORBA 1.1 defined the Interface Definition
Language (IDL) and API that enables
client/server object interaction within a specific
implementation of an object request broker
(ORB). CORBA 2.0 later specified interoper-
ability between ORBs from different vendors.
The ORB is middleware that establishes the
client-server relationships between different
objects. Using an ORB, a client can transpar-
ently invoke a method on a server object, which
can be on the same machine or across the net-
work. Users can access information transparent-
ly without having to know what software or
hardware platform it resides on or where it is
located. The ORB intercepts the call and finds
an object that can implement the request, pass
parameters to it, invoke its method, and return
the results. The client does not need to be aware
of the object's location, programming language,
operating system, or any other system aspects
not integral to an object's interface. Client and
server objects written in a number of program-
ming languages and run on a number of differ-
ent platforms can still communicate and interact
with each other. With an ORB, the protocol is
defined through the application interfaces via a
single implementation-language-independent
specification, the IDL.

Finally, if multiple agents need to coordinate
their tasks (e.g., to implement end-to-end solu-
tions), a common agent communication lan-
guage such as knowledge query and
manipulation language (KQML) is required.
KQML is fashioned after human speech inter-
actions, where intent is important as well as
message content. The language consists of
three layers. The content layer has the actual
content in the sender's language. The communi-

cations layer handles message features such as
sender and receiver identities. The message
layer encodes the message, including content
and intent, using a set of predefined message
types.

CONCLUSIONS
The benefits of programmability have been
clearly demonstrated in the highly successful PC
paradigm, and we believe it is inevitable that
new software technologies will transform the tra-
ditional thinking about computer networks. The
important question is not so much whether pro-
grammability will move into the Internet but
how to evolve systematically toward a pro-
grammable network infrastructure. 

Increasing levels of programmability will
allow service providers more flexibility to differ-
entiate and compete, and ultimately will give
users more direct control. We have not
addressed security here, but security risks clearly
become proportionately more serious as control
over the Internet becomes more flexible and dis-
tributed. Security is a possibly major obstacle to
programmability in the network, but if security
and safety can keep pace with network technolo-
gy, users may see the full potential of the Inter-
net realized.
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